
 
  

      
 

  

 

 

 

 

ACROM is looking for a versatile Developer responsible for analyzing, designing, coding, testing 

and supporting various applications (majority web-applications) that will be used internally by 

infrastructure teams to automate several deployment and configurations tasks.  

The ideal candidate will have a good background in web application development using 

PHP/MySQL/JS, proven UI skills as well as some familiarity with scripting languages (e.g. 

Windows Batch/PowerShell). Also, he/she may know other programming languages as well, such 

as C++, thus can contribute occasionally to other development projects as well.  

Having a good understanding of low-level scripting languages is a major plus as it will help 

interact with system admins and understand their needs. 

From a personality standpoint, we are looking for someone who works independently, is flexible 

and willing to adopt, learn and use any other software development/scripting languages as the 

situation may demand, such as Linux scripting (bash), VBA (Excel macros), etc. Lastly, he/ she is 

able and willing to learn independently from crowd-sourced materials. Ability to multi-task/work 

on concurrent projects, interest in learning new technologies as the context/clients may demand 

and have the ability to communicate in an understandable, polite and friendly manner are highly 

regarded. 

Day to day job: 

 Meet with various stakeholders to understand requirements for new applications 

 Select the right languages/technologies to develop the resulting applications 

 Design quality UX (user interfaces), user friendly, ergonomic, modern and easy to use 

 Code development, producing clean and efficient code 

 Unit testing (write local unit-test scripts and test new functionalities) 

 Pack code and publish to central code repository (version controlled) 

 Work with testers to ensure that the product is properly tested in a dedicated test 

environment 

 Generate code releases, and document such releases appropriately 

 Support released software applications and remediate bugs as needed.  
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 Maintenance of DB-backed web-tools (including backup, server maintenance and patching, 

etc.) 

Skills and knowledge: 

 Solid track record of working with PHP/MySQL, JS/JQUERY, HTML/CSS 

 Proven UX (graphical user interface) skills  

 GIT – for Version control (or experience with similar products) 

 ANT – for Build Automation (or similar) 

 Familiarity with Windows-based environments 

 Familiarity with Eclipse PHP IDE 

 Knowledge of C++ is a major plus 

 Knowledge of any of the following is a plus: CI/RA frameworks like Jenkins, VBA scripting, 

OS-scripting (Linux bash and/or windows batch/PowerShell), Bootstrap, MAVEN 

 Good English language - spoken/written 

If you enjoy working in a friendly, flexible, yet dynamic work environment, then ACROM is the right 

choice for you.  

We invite you to send us the updated cv at: hr@acrom.ro 

Thank you! 
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